Associate for Infrastructure Advisory
DC Advisory is looking to hire an experienced Associate for its Infrastructure Advisory Team in
London.
The Infrastructure advisory team is responsible for sourcing and executing Infrastructure M&A and
financing deals, with a particular focus on European deals. The team has grown significantly over the
last few years having completed a number of high profile transactions. Due to the increased deal flow
based on both repeat business and new client relationships, we are looking to further expand the
team with high calibre candidates.
Due to the continuous growth of the infrastructure franchise, there are many fast track career
progression opportunities for high performing individuals.
Responsibilities:


Support origination & execution of infrastructure corporate finance transactions



Play an integral role within the team & support the day-to-day running of transactions
Support in the drafting & preparation of materials including deal teasers, management
presentations, information memorandums, deal pipeline books and other supporting
documentation and analysis
Build financial models from scratch, conduct industry and company research, analysis and
valuations
Assist with transaction due diligence processes






Salary is dependent on grade plus Discretionary Bonus + Pension + Benefits

Location: London

Experience/ Qualifications
 Associate 1, 2 or 3 at a leading bulge bracket or boutique investment bank
 Exceptional candidates from Big 4 corporate finance teams and infrastructure funds will be
considered
 Prior M&A and debt advisory experience in the infrastructure advisory sector is essential with
significant exposure to infrastructure corporate finance transactions. Candidates not working
within an infrastructure, power and utilities or a renewables team will not be considered
 Be able to build infrastructure financial models from scratch and understanding of both
regulated infrastructure asset (e.g. utilities) as well as unregulated infrastructure assets (e.g,
transport, district heating, renewables) is required
 The applicant is required to pass the infrastructure modelling test which involves operational
modelling, financing and valuation
 Highly analytical, motivated individuals with leadership potential
 A hard-working, can-do attitude and a willingness to handle multiple aspects of a transaction
 Excellent communication, problem solving & presentation skills
 Exemplary academic record
 Team fit will be vital

About Us
DC Advisory is a leading European corporate financial adviser. We apply our knowledge, extensive
contacts and expertise and imagination to deliver best-practice, independent, objective advice in the
relentless pursuit of our client’s interest.
We advise a wide range of organisations, from corporates, private equity houses and entrepreneurs,
to financial institutions, hedge funds, Infrastructure funds, pension funds, Insurance companies and
government bodies. DC Advisory operates internationally, employing more than 200 practitioners
across Europe.
We recruit for the long-term and aim to develop you into our successful senior bankers of the future.
We are not hierarchical and our flat structure allows you to contribute to all that we do from day one
and for strong performers to progress rapidly within the firm.
Applications should be sent to recruitment@dcadvisory.com

